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IT WILL BE SLOW AT STORES, BUT BUSY ONLINE
  The average 4.1% rise in holiday sales that was posted 
since 2010 will cool down precipitously to just 1.5% this 
year, according to CBRE’s just-released report, A Holiday 
Shopping Season Like No Other. The final tally predicted 
by the global real estate services company is $741.2 billion.
  The slower pace will be due to less shopping activity at 
brick-and-mortar locations. Meanwhile, e-commerce retail 
operations will claim 40% of all purchases in 2020 — a huge 
leap ahead of the 14% they claimed in 2019. That means 
online holiday sales of $168 billion last year will turn into 
$296 billion-worth this year.
  “For the last 10 years, online sellers charted 
about the same pace of growth, but that pace 
has doubled in the last six months. More 
people have now learned to use e-coms to 
purchase essentials as well as non-essentials,” said John 
Morris, CBRE’s retail leader and executive managing 
director of Industrial and Logistics.
  Other things CBRE predicts to come into play:
  Apparel sales will not see much of a rebound. Social 
distancing will cancel traditional holiday parties and decrease 
demand for party dresses, evening wear and tailored 
garments. The company’s research staff also expects weak 
sales of electronics following a pandemic-influenced surge 
in sales of home office equipment, entertainment programs 
and remote learning aids during the summer.
  The holiday shopping timeline will be extended. The five 
days of door-buster sales that have begun on Black Friday 
won’t make much impact this year. Amazon’s Prime Day 
has been moved to Oct. 13-14 and, as a result, major brick-
and-mortar retailers will start their holiday product sales at 
the same time. “The effort to spread sales and promotions 
over a longer period is also meant to address some inventory 
shortages brought about by the pandemic,” said Meghann 
Martindale, CBRE’s global head of retail research. “This will 
be the longest holiday season ever seen.”
  “In-and-out” shopping will be the norm in most centers. 
This term is now commonly in play in all sectors of brick-
and-mortar shopping as retailers attempt to have customers 
engage with sales associates in stores and do everything 
else outside. Vacant retail spaces, kiosks, common areas, 
and outdoor space on sidewalks and in parking lots will be 
used for payment, purchase of gift cards, gift wrapping and 
returns. “This will be especially prevalent in smaller stores 
2,000 square feet and under,” Martindale said.
  Morris believes that online retail’s heightened profile will 
endure and that brick-and-mortar retailers must adapt.
  “Becoming an omnichannel retailer is more challenging and 
requires more working capital. Online product fulfillment is 10 
to 15 more times expensive than delivering pallets to stores 
on a truck,” Morris said. “You have to carefully manage that 
piece of the supply chain to even break even in e-commerce, 
so smart physical retailers will find dedicated, outsourced 
logistics partners to take care of fulfillment.”

CBRE FORECASTS 1.5% RISE IN HOLIDAY SALES IN 2020 
ADVERTISER NEWS
  IKEA will open 50 new stores around the world this year 
as it continues to bet on brick-and-mortar retail, despite the 
rise of e-commerce. The retailer said its online sales grew 
45% compared to August 2019, and consumers returned 
to reopened stores to outfit their repurposed kitchens and 
bedrooms... ALDI’s new store in Philadelphia will occupy 
the base of a 475-unit apartment complex and, at 25,000 
square feet, will be about 50% larger than most of the gro-
cer’s older locations. The new market is set for a Novem-
ber opening and plans call for six aisles and a fresh food 

section that is 40% bigger than other ALDI 
sites... A group of J.C. Penney’s lenders, 
led by Aurelius Capital Management, has 
raised objections to the way proceeds would 
be distributed in the retailer’s proposed sale 

to Simon Property Group and Brookfield Property Part-
ners. The group, which holds about $162 million of Pen-
ney’s debt, said it plans to mount a competing bid for the 
department store retailer... Lowe’s says it will pay full-time 
hourly workers $300 and part-timers $150 as part of a dis-
cretionary bonus. With the new payments, Lowe’s has paid 
more than $775 million in bonuses to workers during the 
novel coronavirus pandemic... Walmart is now an insurance 
broker, too. The world’s largest retailer announced that it is 
launching Walmart Insurance Services on Oct. 15. The 
health insurance unit, which is licensed in all 50 states and 
Washington, D.C., will sell Medicare insurance plans from 
Anthem, Humana and UnitedHealth Group. “Helping 
customers select the right Medicare insurance plan to meet 
their needs aligns with Walmart’s mission of helping people 
save money and live better,” the retailer said in a state-
ment... Target has sold Levi’s lower-priced Denizen jeans 
for years. Last year, the retailer began testing the brand’s 
Red Tab line in about 50 stores and online before adding 
90 other locations. Following a strong start, Target is now 
expanding the line to 500 stores... Rite Aid is growing its 
presence in the greater Seattle area. Rite Aid has entered 
into a definitive agreement to acquire Bartell Drugs for $95 
million. The 130-year-old, family-owned Bartell generates 
more than $550 million in revenue and operates 67 stores 
in Seattle and three counties in Washington State. Bartell’s 
stores will join Rite Aid’s existing 69 Seattle area stores and 
will continue to operate under the Bartell Drugs name... 
Southeastern Grocers is bringing its Hispanic grocery 
store brand to Southwest Florida. The company will open 
a Fresco y Más store on Oct. 21, in Lehigh Acres, Fla. It 
will be the brand’s first location in Southwest Florida and 
27th overall. (Southeastern’s other supermarket banners 
include Bi-Lo, Harveys Supermarket and Winn-Dixie.) 
Southeastern says it has tailored the new Fresco y Más to 
provide the products and services that directly reflect the 
unique tastes and needs of the local community. The offer-
ings include a full-service Latin butcher shop, a bakery and 
a café featuring freshly brewed Cuban coffee.
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AVAILS
  Account Executive, Temple/Killeen, Texas: KWTX News 
10 and CW12 is seeking an enthusiastic, highly motivated 
Account Executive who can connect with 
clients and help them achieve their business 
objectives through effective TV and digital 
advertising. The ideal candidate will possess 
excellent communication skills and have an 
enthusiastic and outgoing personality, along 
with a drive to succeed. Most importantl, we are looking for a 
hard-working salesperson who wants to have FUN at work, 

make money and help local businesses 
grow. CLICK HERE for more info or to 
apply. EOE.
  Do you have a strong competitive 
drive and determination to win? Are 
you a natural relationship builder and 
collaborator? If so, a fantastic opportunity 
awaits at the top media outlet in the 
“#1 City in the World” — Charleston, 
S.C. and WCSC-TV (CBS). Bring your 
tenacity, great communication skills and 
ability to close new business to WCSC 

Live 5 News and get rewarded well for your efforts. You will 
have the opportunity to sell across all WCSC’s television 
and digital platforms, providing advertising solutions to new 
customers that will help them generate sales and increase 
profitability. CLICK HERE for more details or to apply now. 
EOE.
  WPSD-TV & the Paducah Sun seek a digital-savvy 
person who wants to work with the best group of marketing 
professionals in the Paducah, Ky., DMA, in the capacity 
of Digital Sales Strategist. This position leads from the 
front and the successful candidate will possess a broad 
working knowledge of the fundamentals and emerging 
trends of interactive media sales, advertising and marketing 
solutions for local businesses. Send a cover letter and 
resume (CV) telling us why you would be an ideal fit to: 
DSS@WPSDlocal6.com. No calls, please. EOE.

See your ad here tomorrow! CLICK HERE for details.

MEET THE MOST ‘DIGITALLY MATURE’ GROCERS
  BJ’s Wholesale Club, Publix, Brookshire Grocery, 
Target and Costco Wholesale are among the nation’s 
most “digitally mature” grocery retailers, according to a 
study by digital insights firm Incisiv.
  In its second annual Grocery Digital Maturity Benchmark 
report, released this week, Incisiv defined “digitally 
mature” grocery retailers as those that invest in their front-
end shopping platform as well as back-end integration, 
fulfillment, customer service and operational excellence to 
deliver an optimal, end-to-end customer experience. 
  The study examined 90 leading grocery retailers, food 
banners and delivery providers in North America and 
Europe, rating them based on research and discovery, 
ease of ordering, fulfillment and customer engagement and 
service.
  Britain’s Tesco ranked No. 1 overall in digital maturity, 
followed in the top 10 by BJ’s, Publix, Brookshire’s, Target, 
Costco, Kroger, Albert Heijn (Ahold Delhaize), Schnuck 
Markets and Whole Foods Market.

GM TO UNVEIL HUMMER DURING WORLD SERIES
  Baseball fans will get a chance to see the GMC Hummer 
EV for the first time during the first game of the World Series 
on Oct. 20, the Detroit News reports.
  General Motors has purchased commercial airtime to 
show its new electric truck virtually on a variety of platforms, 
including the World Series on Fox and on NBC’s The Voice. 
The unveiling will also be live at youtube.com/gmc.
  GM is reviving the Hummer as the GMC brand’s first all-
electric vehicle a decade after the Detroit automaker stopped 
making the off-roading vehicle. Potential customers will be 
able to reserve one on Oct. 20, the day of 
the reveal.
  The Hummer makes its return as an 
all-electric truck and SUV that promises 
to generate the equivalent of 1,000 
horsepower, deliver 11,500 pound-feet 
of torque and accelerate from zero-to-60 
in 3 seconds. The Hummer EV features 
“crab mode,” which allows the vehicle to 
move diagonally. It will be built starting in 
late 2021.

THERE’S A RACE TO HIRE PERSONAL CHEFS
  The personal chef business is booming as more consumers 
choose to eat at home during the coronavirus pandemic, 
rather than at restaurants, CNBC reports.
  The virus is expected to cause the restaurant industry to 
lose $240 billion in sales this year, based on estimates from 
the National Restaurant Association. Lockdowns pushed 
many Americans to spend more time eating at home, whether 
it’s restaurant food delivery, at-home cooking or the fruit of a 
personal chef’s labor. 
  “It’s unfortunate that COVID-19 has brought what we do to 
the surface, but I’m starting to see a lot of people who are 
looking at the personal chef and in-home dining experience 
as a great alternative to the dining experience as of now,” 
said Brian Driscoll, co-founder of the Glendale, Ariz.-
based personal chef company Driscoll Cuisine & Cocktail 
Concepts.
  The United States Personal Chef Association estimates 
that there are between 5,000 and 6,000 personal chefs 
working nationwide. Personal chefs own their businesses, 
unlike private chefs, who are employees of a particular 
household.

THIS AND THAT
  Amid still-high unemployment, not all retailers are having 
an easy time attracting holiday workers. Nearly half (47%) 
of retailers said they are having a tough time attracting 
employees for the upcoming holiday season, according to a 
Korn Ferry survey of more than 50 major retailers. The study 
also revealed that 29% of retailers are offering incentives to 
new hires, such as bonuses, premium pay and increased 
employee discounts... This year’s Halloween festivities 
appear similar to years’ past, despite the pandemic. Fifty-
percent of parents said they will allow their children to go 
trick-or-treating this year, according to a survey by shopping 
rewards app Shopkick. In addition, 84% of consumers will 
shop in-store to purchase costumes, candy and décor. Many 
will shop at big-box stores for purchasing candy (49%), 
costumes (48%) and decorations (43%).
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Mark Twain

When your friends begin 
to flatter you on how 

young you look, it’s a sure 
sign you’re getting old.
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SURVEY: ELECTION WON’T AFFECT SPENDING
  Consumers are not basing future shopping decisions on 
the outcome of the election. That’s according to a survey by 
First Insight, which found that a mere 1% difference exists 
depending on which candidate is elected.
  The survey also found that worry about the pandemic is 
receding and consumers may be experiencing COVID-19 
fatigue for the first time with over a 20% drop in concern 
since April, from 87% to 69%.
  Also, the impact of COVID-19 on consumer purchase 
decisions showed a 27% decrease, to 65%, vs. the highest 

peak reported in April (89%). The percent 
of consumers cutting back on spending 
due to COVID-19 has decreased from 
62% to 48%, aligned with trends observed 
in purchasing behaviors in categories 
such as cars sales, home sales, home 
improvement as well as other select 
categories within the overall economy.
  “It is surprising to hear from the voice of 
consumers that they expect the election 
outcomes will have so little impact on their 
shopping behavior or purchase patterns,” 

said Greg Petro, CEO of First Insight. “It’s also clear that 
coronavirus fatigue has set in, with the pandemic playing a 
lesser role in shopping decisions than it once did. Given this 
data... companies who want first-mover advantage in their 
market must begin to execute strategies now and not have a 
wait-and-see point of view.”

FUBOTV EYES $183M IPO, ‘UPSIZED’ FROM $150M
  FuboTV announced yesterday evening that it has “upsized” 
its initial public offering from an original target of $150 million.
  The service, which delivers a live-linear pay-TV channel 
over the internet and has over 350,000 subscribers, has 
increased the size of its offering from 15 million shares to 
183 million, each priced at $10.
  The virtual pay-TV service merged with virtual entertainment 
company FaceBank Group earlier this year. FuboTV also 
signed an expensive carriage deal with Disney, giving the 
service — which emphasizes its sports programming in its 
marketing — access to ESPN for the first time.
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FunnyTweeter.com

I have 39 calories left 
for the day. I think I 

might just open the ice 
cream and smell it.

TUESDAY NIELSEN RATINGS - LIVE + SAME DAY

PREMIUM STREAMERS RAMP UP TV AD SPENDING
  Moving into the bigger fall and winter television and video 
viewing season, premium streaming platforms continue to 
ramp up marketing efforts, with Apple TV+, Disney+ and 
Amazon Prime Video major spenders, Television News 
Daily reports.
  Over the last two months (Aug. 5 through Oct. 4) premium 
streaming platforms have spent $272.3 million, with a total 
94,166 commercial airings and a collective 19.1 billion 
impressions, according to iSpot.tv.
  In the previous two-month period, there was an estimated 
$183.5 million in spending — 100,101 
airings and 22.3 billion impressions.
  A year ago — before the launches of 
Disney+, Apple TV+, HBO Max and 
Peacock — total spending from Aug. 
5 through Oct. 4 amounted to $146.8 
million, 44,702 commercial airings and a 
collective 9.9 billion impressions.
  In the most recent two-month period, 
Apple TV+ ($50.5 million); Disney+ ($49.7 
million) and Amazon Prime Video ($48.9 
million) comprised the bulk of spending. 
Netflix (20.8 million) and Hulu (17.1 million) are at lower 
levels of spending.
  Disney and Hulu — due to Disney’s access from non-paid 
TV promos on its TV networks and platforms — yielded the 
most impressions of any premium video platform, at 4.4 
billion and 1.9 billion, respectively.
  Those two streamers had the most commercials airings of 
any platform — with 14,372 (for Disney+) and 13,956 (for 
Hulu). Amazon came in at 1.9 billion impressions, with Apple 
TV+ at 1.54 billion. Peacock TV, which launched in mid-July, 
had 1.57 billion over the most recent period.

RETAIL RENT COLLECTIONS UNDER 90% IN SEPT.
  Paid rents at retail centers ticked up from 81% in August to 
83% in September, still far below the 93% collected last year 
at this time. The reason? Restaurants and theaters whose 
businesses remain severely hampered by social distancing 
regulations, Chain Store Age reports.
  Though cinemas were able to open in most states last 
month, seating requirements forcing them to seat less than 
half-full houses cost them profits. As a result, only 10% paid 
their September rents, a huge decline from last month’s 43%, 
according to the Datex Tenant Track of more than 1,000 
shopping centers.
  Seating limitations have led movie studios to hold back big 
new releases that cinemas were counting on this holiday 
season. After re-opening in August, Regal Cinemas once 
again shut down all 536 of its theaters when MGM/Universal 
pulled back its new James Bond film, No Time to Die.
  After movie theaters, the most delinquent rent-paying 
categories in retail were fitness centers (65%), salons (71%), 
specialty restaurants (72%) and apparel (77%), according to 
the monthly report from Datex Property Solutions, a supply 
chain software and management solutions provider that 
derives the rental data from its client base.
  Regal Cinemas paid no rents in September. Other scant-
paying brands included Cinepolis (25%), Francesca’s 
(26%), Orange Theory (27%), Regis (29%) and 24-Hour 
Fitness (31%).


